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Abstract
A candidate parameterization is introduced, in an effective field theory framework, for
the quantum information transfer from a black hole that is necessary to restore unitarity.
This in particular allows description of the effects of this information transfer in the black
hole atmosphere, for example seen by infalling observers. In the presence of such informa-
tion transfer, it is shown that infalling observers need not experience untoward violence.
Moreover, the presence of general moderate-frequency couplings to field modes with high
angular momenta offers a mechanism to enhance information transfer rates, commensu-
rate with the increased energy flux, when a string is introduced to “mine” a black hole.
Generic such models for nonviolent information transfer predict extra energy flux from a
black hole, beyond that of Hawking.
∗ Email address: giddings@physics.ucsb.edu
In the semiclassical geometric picture, quantum information that falls into a black
hole (BH) never returns. Likewise, Hawking evaporation[1] can be described as creation
of correlated particles near the horizon, analogous to an EPR pair, with one member of
the pair escaping and the other lost to the inside of the black hole. In either case the
inside information can never be recovered from the black hole by the locality principle of
local quantum field theory(LQFT): quantum information does not propagate faster than
the speed of light. This has provoked an apparent crisis in physics.
If locality forbids quantum information transfer from a black hole, we must go beyond
the LQFT framework to describe the quantum information transfer necessary to save
quantum mechanics. One idea for this is formation of an interface that propagates from
the deep interior to the horizon of a large black hole, transferring quantum information
and producing a “star-like” massive remnant[2]. Another is the more radical idea that
perhaps the information was never that localized to begin with, e.g. due to a new form of
complementarity[3-5].
A crucial question is the nature of the information transfer or other nonlocality, as
departure from LQFT. One possibility is that such violation stops right at the horizon of
a black hole, or a Planck distance away. This assumption is postulate II of BH comple-
mentarity[5]. As we will review, this postulate results in dire consequences, if the missing
information is encoded in outgoing radiation. This problem, which is easily seen by tracing
outgoing perturbations of the Hawking state back to the horizon (see, e.g., [6-9]), has been
refined and is now commonly known as the “firewall” problem[10].
Nonlocality is a basic feature of the scenario described in [2,10]: if we begin with a
black hole, information must transfer from its deep interior to its horizon. However, with
postulate II, the nonlocality stops exactly there. If we consider the biggest black holes
known in nature, in the firewall scenario information must be able to nonlocally propagate
ten times the distance to Neptune – but not a Planck length further, for a black hole of
that radius.1
Instead, [8,9,13] proposed that information transfer extends also to the immediate at-
mosphere of the black hole, dropping postulate II. This was proposed to avoid the potential
problem of singular horizons, so might be referred to as “nonviolent nonlocality.”
The central question is the fundamental framework which replaces LQFT and explain
such behavior. It seems plausible that this is not based on a fundamental spacetime
1 In contrast, more recent proposals to save a version of complementarity[11,12] may involve a
breakdown of locality to beyond the Andromeda galaxy, for a solar mass black hole located here.
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description, but does have a coarser notion of locality, e.g. encoded in evolution in a Hilbert
space (or nested Hilbert spaces) with a certain kind of subsystem structure e.g. mimicking
a manifold. Such a picture may extend ideas of algebraic quantum field theory[14]. A
proposal in this spirit is Banks and Fischler’s holographic spacetime[15]; another with
important differences is outlined in [9]. While formulating the ultimate laws of quantum
gravity is beyond the scope of this paper, a plausible view is that the unitarity crisis for
black holes (and related problems in cosmology) may serve as a critical guide, just as the
crisis of atomic stability did for quantum mechanics.
This paper instead takes the viewpoint that while profound departure from LQFT may
be necessary, the ultimate consequences of that departure may appear as a small departure
from LQFT, in an appropriate sense, in regions such as a black hole atmosphere. Thus,
following [13], it will discuss parameterization of departures from locality, in the LQFT
framework.
To give such a description, first consider the usual semiclassical LQFT evolution of a
nonrotating black hole2,
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2 , (1)
where for four-dimensional Schwarzschild,
f(r) = 1− R
r
. (2)
The evolution can be described by introducing a time slicing; let’s take time slices to match
t at infinity, but smoothly cut across the horizon and hit the classical singularity. Such
a slicing has been called[16] “natural,” since it arises from a collection of clocks, starting
at different radii, that fall into the black hole. On a given time slice, away from the
singularity, small perturbations are well-described by LQFT. Moreover, locality implies
a decomposition into different subsystems corresponding to different regions on the slice.
A coarse version of the decomposition[8,9] is into the interior system, with r < R, the
atmosphere, with R < r <∼ 2R, and the far exterior, with 2R <∼ r. Bearing in mind the
manifest breakdown of LQFT at r = 0, we might further divide the interior into a “core”
system at r < Rc, for some Rc ≪ R, and the complementary regular region Rc < r < R.
2 For present discussion, we neglect time evolution, since δR/R ∼ 1/R2, due to Hawking
emission, over time ∼ R, where R is the BH radius.
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A corresponding Hilbert space decomposition is of the form Hcore ⊗Hreg ⊗Hnear ⊗Hfar.
Evolution via the LQFT hamiltonian propagates excitations between the regions, except
outwards from Hcore and Hreg.
A simple hypothesis, in order to save unitarity, is that the true physics introduces
some critical modifications. Perhaps the most important is a term allowing information
transfer3 fromHcore toHreg⊗Hnear, which we will parameterize with a hamiltonianHtrans.
One also expects states and evolution in Hcore to have significant departures from LQFT
evolution.4 The latter could be represented by a hamiltonian Hsc, scrambling core states
at some rate. One may also consider (or be required to consider) other modifications to
LQFT evolution, e.g. transfer from Hreg to Hnear, but we will focus on that due to Htrans.
Ref. [13] described such evolution in terms of creation/annihilation operators in a
basis of wavepackets, e.g.
Htrans ∼ 1
R
a†nearNacore + h.c. , Hsc ∼
1
R
a†coreSacore + h.c. , (3)
parameterized by matrices N and S. In field theory, such expressions may be rewritten
in terms of operators acting on the appropriate Hilbert spaces. Taking the case of general
operators OA, we thus consider a hamiltonian of the form
∫
dtHNL =
∫
dV4dV
′
4OA(x)GAB(x, x′)OB(x′) (4)
or the action equivalent, parameterized by a matrixGAB(x, x
′) (dV4 is the volume element).
The specific functional form of GAB, which is taken to depend on the BH background, can
in particular be used to parameterize information transfer from Hcore toHnear, for example
equivalent to Htrans in (3), or with some other characteristic time scale.
5 Since we expect
LQFT evolution to ultimately fail badly for states in Hcore, one may alternately need a
different basis of operators acting on that part of the system.
3 This can be characterized in terms of transfer of entanglement[17,18,19].
4 Ref. [13] suggested a LQFT parameterization of core states in terms of states on a “nice
slice” asymptotic to radius < Rc.
5 Note that if the full gravitational dynamics admits gauge transformations analogous to
those in classical gravity, there could also be a gauge equivalent description corresponding to
a Schwarzschild time slicing. In such a description, which might realize the “outside” picture
common to discussions of complementarity, information would be relayed from the horizon to the
atmosphere[13].
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Note that[13] the special case of constant GAB ’s corresponds to the type of interac-
tion induced by spacetime wormholes;6 in that case, information is not transferred[21-23].
But, spacetime-dependent GAB can clearly propagate information. Another possible gen-
eralization is to allow “interaction” terms that appear multilocal in terms of field theory
operators.
The focus of the rest of this paper will be the effects of such nonlocal evolution on
the state outside the BH. If we work in an interaction picture where the interaction (4)
transferring information from Hcore to Hnear is treated as the perturbation,7 the state of
the system evolves as
|ψ(t)〉 = T exp
{
−i
∫
dtHNL(t)
}
|ψ(0)〉 . (5)
Specifically, consider expectation values of observablesO outside the black hole, 〈ψ(t)|O|ψ(t)〉.
These observables are only sensitive to the effects of the operators in HNL that act on the
degrees of freedom outside the BH. So, from the viewpoint of outside evolution, HNL is a
hamiltonian with a local operator coupled to a source JA which depends on the internal
state of the black hole,
∫
dV4dV
′
4OA(x)GAB(x, x′)OB(x′)→
∫
dV4JA(x)OA(x) . (6)
We would like to understand the effects of such sources, an in particular the question of
whether such a source,8 if it creates enough excitation to transfer the necessary “missing”
information, can avoid the problem of a singular horizon. A simplest example is a linear
coupling, ∫
dV4J
I(x)ΦI(x) (7)
to each of the fields in nature. Of course such an expression may be too na¨ıve for standard
model fields, e.g. due to the need to conserve gauge charges, etc., but we will explore such
6 Indeed, Page has speculated that wormholes could transfer information between core and
atmosphere regions[20].
7 In particular, one might also treat Hsc as part of the unperturbed hamiltonian, to describe
evolution of core states.
8 Note that, strictly speaking, the internal/external couplings of (6) are not equivalent to a
classical source, although that is not critical in the present discussion.
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couplings as a model for more general couplings. Another example of a universal coupling
to all fields is ∫
dV4J
µν(x)Tµν(x) , (8)
where Tµν is the stress tensor for the fields in nature. This coupling would arise from
metric fluctuations near the black hole (e.g. perhaps due to some horizon fluctuation) if a
mechanism existed to “present” the missing quantum information in these. Study of the
effects of such a coupling will be deferred to future work, but is expected to have important
similarities with the results from a linear coupling, (7), to be described below.
To understand the effects of such sources, particularly in the black hole atmosphere,
let us focus on the example of a single scalar field φ linearly coupled to a source J(x),
∫
dtHNL →
∫
dV4J(x)φ(x), (9)
and investigate properties of the resulting state.
The effect of the source is easily described by expanding the field in a basis of modes.
These are efficiently characterized by passing to tortoise coordinates,
r∗ =
∫
dr
f(r)
; (10)
for four-dimensional Schwarzschild, (2), the tortoise coordinate r∗ is given by
er
∗/R =
( r
R
− 1
)
er/R−1 . (11)
Then, scalar field modes with definite angular momentum,
φ = Ylm(Ω)
ul(r, t)
r
(12)
satisfy a two-dimensional wave equation, with an effective potential:
(
− ∂
2
∂t2
+
∂2
∂r∗2
)
ul = Vl(r
∗)ul , (13)
Vl =
(
1− R
r
)[
l(l + 1)
r2
+
R
r3
]
. (14)
As r∗ → ±∞, Vl → 0 and solutions are (1 + 1)-dimensional plane waves. Orthonormal
modes are given by (see, e.g. [24] )
−→u l,ω(t, r∗) = 1√
2ω
e−iωt−→u l,ω(r∗) ; ←−u l,ω(t, r∗) = 1√
2ω
e−iωt←−u l,ω(r∗) (15)
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where
−→u l,ω(r∗) r
∗→−∞−→ eiωr∗ +−→A lωe−iωr∗ ; r
∗→∞−→ Blωeiωr∗ . (16)
and
←−u l,ω(r∗) r
∗→−∞−→ Blωe−iωr∗ ; r
∗→∞−→ e−iωr∗ +←−A lωeiωr∗ . (17)
These may then be converted into a wavepacket basis, e.g. by
−→u jn(t, r∗) = 1√
ǫ
∫ (j+1)ǫ
jǫ
dωe−iω(t+2πn/ǫ)−→u l,ω(r∗) , (18)
and analogously for←−u , with integer j and n, and ǫ an arbitrarily-chosen resolution parame-
ter. Then, a complete set of wavepacket modes
−→
U A,
←−
U A, with collective index A = {jnlm},
is defined via (12), with Klein-Gordon norms
(
−→
U A,
−→
U A′) = δAA′ = (
←−
U A,
←−
U A′), (19)
together with complex conjugate expressions, and other inner products vanishing.
The scalar field may be expanded in terms of such a basis, as
φ(x) =
∑
A
(−→a A−→U A +←−a A←−U A
)
+ h.c. , (20)
and the state of the system may be characterized in terms of the corresponding occupation
numbers. Denote by |0〉 the Hawking (or Unruh) vacuum, and by |{−→n A}, {←−n A}〉 the unit-
normalized occupation number states built on this by acting with the −→a †A’s and ←−a †A’s.
Important questions are what states are created by the interaction (9), what states
are sufficient to carry the needed black hole information, and how observably these states
depart from the vacuum, particularly as seen by infalling observers. First consider the last
question. In the state |{−→n A}, {←−n A}〉, the expectation value of the stress tensor is
〈{−→n A}, {←−n A}|Tµν |{−→n A}, {←−n A}〉 =
∑
A
−→n Atµν(−→U A) +←−n Atµν(←−U A)
1− e−4πRωA + T0µν , (21)
where tµν(f) = ∂µf
∗∂νf − gµν∂f∗ · ∂f/2, and T0µν is the stress tensor of the Hawking
radiation.
For an outgoing mode with energy ωA = ωj ≃ jǫ, and width δr∗ ≃ 1/ǫ, the stress
tensor describes an energy density ∼ −→n jnlm|Blωj |2ωj/(4πr2δr∗) propagating to infinity.
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The gray body factor Blω is of order unity for ωR >∼ l, and typical Hawking modes have
ω ∼ 1/R.
If missing information is to be carried by such modes, a benchmark rate, in order to
restore missing correlations to the exterior state, is one extra quantum emitted per time
∼ R. If the information-carrying quanta also have frequency ∼ 1/R the power radiated
is comparable to the Hawking radiation, which is a small effect for a big black hole; even
radiation of quanta with ω ∼ 1/Rp give parametrically small energy densities. One also
has significant latitude for quanta to be emitted more rapidly.
Another possible benchmark is the needed information emission rate to match the
maximal rate at which a black hole can be mined, by a collection of cosmic strings, as
described in [25-27,10,28]. According to [28], the maximal rate occurs with Ns ∼ M
cosmic strings of tension µs ∼ 1/M , so an enhancement by a factor O(M) over the usual
Hawking rate. If corresponding information were emitted in modes with ω ∼ 1/R, this
gives an energy density ∼ 1/R3 in the immediate vicinity of the horizon – for a solar mass
black hole, around one Planck energy per km3.
The real trouble is that if a state with such additional excitations above the Hawk-
ing vacuum is traced backwards to its origin, and has evolved via LQFT, it originates
with a singular stress tensor at the horizon. This has come to be known as the “firewall”
problem[10], although the basic issue had been appreciated previously (see, e.g., [8,9]). To
study this, let us introduce lightlike coordinates x± = t±r∗. Eq. (16) shows that the stress
tensor for the outgoing mode approaches a constant magnitude near the horizon: specif-
ically, consider T−−. However, good coordinates for describing observations of infalling
observers crossing the horizon are the Kruskal coordinates, which will be defined as
X± = ±2Re±x±/2R . (22)
Two powers of ∂x−/∂X− = −2R/X− are needed to convert T−− to these coordinates; the
result diverges at the horizon, which is x− =∞, or X− = 0.
Thus, if the necessary information is present in the outgoing modes, without a singular
horizon (“firewall”), we need to consider a modification of LQFT evolution, outside the
horizon, as proposed in [8,9,13]. We now turn to a candidate model of such modification,
via (9).
Again working in the interaction picture, with perturbation (9), the Hawking vacuum
is modified to
|J〉 = T exp
{
−i
∫
dV4J(x)φ(x)
}
|0〉 . (23)
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Consider the effect of a source with definite angular momentum, and general time and
radial dependence,
J(x) = Ylmjl(t, r) . (24)
For such a source, and working in terms of the wavepacket basis, (9) becomes
∫
dV4Jφ =
∑
j,n
[
−→a †jnlm
∫
dtdr∗rf(r)jl(t, r)−→u ∗jnl(t, r)
]
+ {←−a †jnlm,−→a jnlm,←−a jnlm terms} .
(25)
If the source jl(t, r) has a definite frequency dependence, it will excite modes at the corre-
sponding frequency. One can also take the source to create excitations at an approximately
definite time, via a wavepacket construction such as (18).
While a fundamental description of the proposed nonlocal physics may be needed to
specify the source’s radial dependence, consider for example a radial dependence that A)
is smooth at r = R, and B) vanishes rapidly at large r, e.g. outside the “atmosphere” at
R < r <∼ 2R.
The first thing to notice is that condition A) means that jl(t, r) does not source
modes at r∗ → −∞, since the integral over r∗ in this region is rapidly oscillating, leading to
cancellation. One could also introduce a dependence jl(t, r) ∼ exp{−iω(t−r∗)}Θ(r−ρ−R)
(or, corresponding wavepacket), cut off at r < R+ ρ, with the same result. Thus, T−− for
the state |J〉 vanishes near the horizon, avoiding a horizon singularity. There is a T++ at
the horizon, due to excitation of the ingoing waves of (16), (17), but this does not yield
singular behavior for infalling observers. T+− is likewise localized away from the horizon.
Clearly jl(t, r)’s satisfying conditions A) and B) can be constructed to excite quite
general superpositions of the states |{−→n A}, {←−n A}〉, and in particular clearly sufficiently
general to encode the information transfer from the black hole necessary for ultimate
unitarity of BH evolution. We have just seen that such states do not necessarily present
violent consequences to infalling observers, if not excited at the horizon.9
While necessary information transfer from an isolated black hole can apparently be
accommodated by the l = 0 modes, it is interesting to consider the effects of jl(t, r)’s
sourcing higher-l modes. First, note that for such a mode, the effective potential (14) has
9 Such evolution may appear to violate local energy conservation, though by amounts as small
as 1/R, and without necessarily violating total energy conservation. A rough analogy is to imagine
some new kind of “dark matter,” whose propagation is governed by a different metric, so which
can escape the BH, and which then decays outside the BH into visible matter.
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a maximum of size ∼ l(l+1)/R2, so modes with ω2 far below this value will have very small
magnitude for the gray body factor Blω. Consider a source with such a frequency. Then,
the effective (1+1) dynamics has a turning point at r> ≈
√
l(l + 1)/ω2 ≫ R. A source
satisfying condition B) will then have a very small amplitude to excite modes escaping to
infinity10 – they will be suppressed by the factor ∼ Blω. So, unless the amplitude of the
corresponding source jl is adjusted to a large value, such modes will not be appreciably
excited – l = 0 modes dominate. Such sources could be present, without large effect.
But now consider a scenario where additional degrees of freedom are introduced, in
order to mine the black hole, as discussed in [25-27,10,28]. In [28], Brown argues that
the mining rate cannot exceed the evaporation rate that would occur due to extra modes
arising when a collection of cosmic strings thread a black hole. So, specifically consider
the situation with a single cosmic string threading the black hole. In the field theory
approximation, this string is built out of field-theory modes, so a universal coupling such
as (9) (or, (8)) will couple to the string modes. The mining enhancement of the black
hole evaporation rate arises because the string background introduces new modes with
gray body factors of size ∼ 1. Then, a coupling of these modes via (9) (or, (8)), will also
produce outgoing excitations, and in contrast to the discussion of the preceding paragraph,
these excitations will not be suppressed by the gray body factor.
To summarize the situation, in the presence of general high-l sources, satisfying ω ≪
l/R, enhancement of Hawking radiation from introducing a cosmic string is accompanied by
the opening of extra channels for information escape, that will be excited by these sources.
This provides a possible mechanism for a black hole to avoid becoming unacceptably
“overfull,” namely to have von Neumann entropy SvN exceeding its Bekenstein Hawking
entropy SBH , in a Gedanken experiment where a cosmic string is introduced to a black
hole that is nearly maximally entangled with outgoing radiation. Rates of information flow
will track those of energy flow.
Of course, another possibility to avoid mining constraints is if information transfer
from the black hole interior begins before the Page time[29] where SvN(t) of Hawking
radiation equals SBH(t). An early start also needs to happen if information is imprinted
10 Indeed, for a jl that does not grow rapidly with r, the integrand in (25) also falls rapidly for
r above the inner turning point at r<, where the behavior of −→u l,ω can be estimated by WKB.
Thus, the integral is dominated by the neighborhood of the turning point. For l≫ ωR, one finds
r< ≈ R+R(ωR)2/[l(l + 1)] .
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into outgoing quanta with ω ≫ 1/R; in either case, the actual entropy curve of the outgoing
state would be below the envelope given by the minimum of SvN(t) of Hawking radiation
and SBH(t). While such early initiation of information transfer via couplings (6) offers
one possible escape from the potential for overfull black holes[13], due to the possibility of
mining, the present discussion opens a seemingly more natural way to enhance information
flow in the presence of mining, and lends support to the possible consistency of the proposal
of nonviolent nonlocality.
Thus, by examining the effect of couplings to modes in the atmosphere of a black
hole, in an effective field theory description, we have found that information can transfer
to these modes without a singular stress tensor at the horizon, in contrast to the discussion
of [10]. Moreover, with modest assumptions about couplings to higher-l modes, we find a
mechanism to increase the flux of information-bearing modes when a string is introduced
to mine the black hole. Work is in progress[30] to provide further details, as well as to
investigate more general couplings such as (8).
This paper has not explored details of internal dynamics responsible for the effective
sources (6) in the black hole atmosphere. In particular, there is some latitude in the
present parameterization; while a natural frequency is ω ∼ 1/R, higher frequency sources
have not been shown to be inconsistent. One may likewise anticipate presence of sources
up to a maximum l¯ of l, e.g. to account for the possibility of mining.11 An ultimately
central question is what dynamics – beyond LQFT – describes such “glistening” of quantum
information in the atmosphere of a black hole. Note also that while there are toy qubit
models with equal energy flux to that of Hawking radiation[8], the generic model of such
behavior – through (6) – predicts extra energy flux from a black hole, beyond that of
Hawking.
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